
PAX Kernel Recipe – PAX Vision

The PAX Good Behavior Game® betters children’s lifetime outcomes, and betters the world. This  PAX Kernel Recipe™ joins communities of PAX 
children and adults in common purpose to create more peace, productivity, health and happiness around the world. This  PAX Kernel Recipe© PAXIS 
Institute, 2020 may be reproduced without cost, with the copyright and trademark notices present. PAX Good Behavior Game® and  PAX Kernel 
Recipe are trademark™ of PAXIS Institute, an international prevention science organization, www.paxis.org.

PAX Vision is the Evidence-Based Kernel that creates a culturally responsive framework built
collaboratively with students and teacher. PAX Vision is used to set clear expectations, outlining a
collective purpose for what everyone wants more and less of in various settings. 

Step-by-Step-Procedure

1. Post the See/Hear/Feel/Do poster or Vision Board. This will serve as a map of mutually desired  
    expectations for classroom behavior throughout the year. 
2. Have students imagine creating the most wonderful school in the world. What would they do to  
     bring peace, productivity, health, and happiness to everyone?
3. Ask volunteers to give examples of things they would see, hear, do, and feel more of in this       
    most wonderful school and record on poster in “more of”. These are PAX.
4. Repeat process for things they would like to see, hear, do, and feel less of in this wonderful       
    school and record in “less of”. These are Spleems. PAX should outnumber Spleems on poster  
    (2:1).

Keep in Mind

• When students offer abstract terms such as “respect” or “kindness,” have them specifically identify what  
   those concepts “look,” “sound,” or “feel” like.
• Be sure to include the perspectives of shy and reserved children for this activity.
• PAX Visions should be done multiple times throughout the day with various activities. 

PAX Vision The class PAX Vision or a quick, activity-specific “verbal vision” is used to Predict desired 
behaviors before an activity, Monitor behavior during an activity, and Reflect upon performance after an 
activity.  Predict, monitor, and reflect are skills necessary for the development of self-regulation. Mutually 
developed PAX Visions create more peace, productivity, health and happiness for everyone. 
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